
Model : Wireless Portable Alert Sensor System -
FPMWBR

Operating Instructions

Unpack the mat and safely dispose of / recycle the protective plastic
bag (keep away from young children as there is a danger of
suffocation!)

The portable receiver is supplied with batteries fitted ready to
operate. If required, set the receiver melody / chime to one of the
36 different types by using the small button on the right-hand side
of the receiver above the slide volume switch. If required, adjust the
volume of the melody or chime to one of three settings using the
volume slide switch on the right-hand side of the receiver

Now remove the battery cover on the mat transmitter unit by

inserting a small flat bladed screwdriver into the slot on the end of

the transmitter. Insert the coin battery into the mat mounted

transmitter unit, positive (+) side facing up, and replace the

transmitter battery cover.

With the mat in the same vicinity as the receiver, test the unit by

pressing the grey test button on the mat’s transmitter unit. A red

light will briefly illuminate under the grey test button and the

receiver should sound the melody or chime chosen.

Now place the mat in the area to be monitored for foot fall (i.e.

besides a bed or under a mat by a door etc). Try to position the mat

so that the transmitter unit itself won’t be stepped on and

subsequently broken. We have provided a non-slip under mat in

order to avoid the pressure mat slipping when stepped upon. Please

ensure this is used in order to avoid injury or falls.

Now test the unit again by stepping on the mat. The receiver should

again sound the chime or melody confirming that the unit is within

range (up to 100m line of site is possible but this will vary according

to building layout, construction materials and contents, some

experimentation may be required). The unit is now ready to notify

you should someone stand upon the mat.

Avoid storing the mat with items placed upon it, otherwise 
the transmitter will be constantly activated and the battery 

will be depleted when you next come to use it.
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Care Instructions

The equipment is for internal use only, keep away from direct
heat and sunlight. Use only a damp cloth with a little soap to
wipe the pressure mat clean. The battery powered receiver
and the battery powered mat transmitter must only be cleaned
with a dry cloth and never water or solutions of any kind. The
non-slip mat should be cleaned by carefully rinsing the mat
under warm running water to remove dust and fibres, this will
reactivate the non-slip properties of the mat. To avoid
irreparable damage, the pressure mat must not be folded or
creased, it must only be used and stored flat. Damage caused
to the equipment from improper use / storage are not covered
by our warranty. The batteries for the both the transmitter and
receiver unit are also excluded from our warranty but we have
included a spare transmitter battery for your convenience.
Please see the enclosed sheet for details on battery
replacement and if necessary, pairing of the transmitter to the
receiver unit.

If you should have any questions regards the operation or maintenance of 
the unit then please email us at info@nursecallequipment.co.uk
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Remove the portable receiver 
battery cover and remove both 

AA batteries

Now remove the battery cover on the 

mat transmitter by inserting a small flat 

bladed screwdriver into the slot on the 

end of the transmitter

Place both of the AA batteries back into the

portable receiver (ensure correct polarity is

observed) and within 30 seconds push the small

white button mounted internally on the mat

transmitter circuit board. The receiver should now

chime to indicate it has been unpaired from the

mat transmitter. Now replace the battery cover on

the mat transmitter. (At this point you should

repeat steps 1 and 2 on any other mat and receiver

combinations you wish to work separately).

Remove the receiver AA batteries and replace again, the receiver will chime, within 30 seconds 

push the grey test button on the front of the mat transmitter, once again the receiver will chime 

indicating that this transmitter and receiver have been individually paired. Now replace the 

receiver battery cover and test the unit by standing on the mat, the receiver should again chime. 

Please wait for two minutes between pairing any other mat transmitter and receiver 

combinations, this way all combinations will operate in isolation from each other.

Instructions to unpair and then pair the mat transmitter 
from the battery powered receiver

Each mat transmitter and receiver can now be re-paired individually as 
follows


